ONLY TWO DAYS TILL FIELD DAY

Class Teams Have Final Workouts Before Clash

Field Day Relays
Choose Captains

Following practice last Monday the relay teams went into executive session, as they do weekly, to choose their Captains. It is custom now to lead off the practice with the Sophomore runners. Babson, a former prep school star and the most valuable man on the racing team, was chosen to lead off this week's practice.

The time trials held Saturday and Sunday have given the teams a clearer insight into the potential of each member. While individual times are not correct, as the course was not run under proper conditions, the time trials would indicate. The team view last year's speedy team that lost speed for the first time in many years.

From last year's experience it was learned that near all the members would, if taken literally, give the teams a handicap in the final rounds. A slow member will not cost the team in the final rounds, but will add an advantage in the middle rounds when speed is important.
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CANDY LUNCHEON SODA
Catherine Gannon, Inc.
AFTERNOON TEA
Delicious Creme Chicken and
Waffles
MASS. AVE.
at Boylston Street
BOSTON

"What a difference
just a few cents make!"

Soped by War
Heaters

Ants Opponent

Sophman Hemp Pullers Will
Have to Work to Overcome Handicap

If width is a factor the Sophomores should carry the fall of the cup. This advantage of eight pounds per man is not overwhelming, but everything about the race for upperclassmen will work to the advantage of the Frosh.

The Freshmen have been practicing dollars a week, and will have to work to make up the deficit. What the Sophomores have lacked in the way of early start is being made up by the pop being done at the finish. In the time with the long of starting points and the members of the matinee the Sophomore start and scale at the number one.

The Sophomores are entering the final rounds with a small handicap, but have the advantage of the underclassmen who are not too strong in the way of speed. As for the Frosh, their success depends on the Sophomores making mistakes.

Gymnastics Back
Darwin's Theory

Not satisfied with turning round and going on less then fighting in the mud the rings the gym team plans will still be followed. Darwin's theory will be the basis of the Technique gymnastics will follow.
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